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Introduction

S . S
Let 0 be a properly-discontinuous group of isometrics of the n-dimensional hyperbolic space JI fl of constant curvature -1 without fixed points (with the exception of • the identit map id) with compact fundamental domain Y. We denote the corresponding Killing-Hopf space form I1/3 by V. Let d and 6 be the differential and codifferential operator acting oil differetitial p-forms oil a Riemannian manifold. The peigenform spectrum S, of the Laplcc operator zl = do + Od plays an 'important role for various problems A varietyof results on the spectrum of the Laplace opera-, tor on a compact hyperbolic space form and its geometry as well as relations between them follow from the Selberg trace formula, cf. [12, 13, 22] . P; GUNTHER [9, 11] has treated a lattice problem which generalizes the Landau ellipsoid problem and pointed out that a certain lattice sum dtermines the 0-spectrum of compact . hyperbolic space forms. In order to determine the p-spectrum .by 520 R. SCHUSTER lattice sums, we use the following geodesic double differential forms, introduced by P. GUNThER [6] : This paper ia continuation of the treatment of lattice problems in [24] , in that paper we have studied the Euclidean case. In Section 3 we show that c"(t, x, x,) and )°'(t x, x) or even tr 'a(t, x, x) dv and tr J"(t, x, x) dv determine the spectrum 5,, of A (for the definition of the traces cf. Section 2). ,Yo and Y' also contain information about the eigenforms of A. We use Selberg transformations (cf. [251) for the, treatment of these problems. As usual in the context of lattice problems, we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of 0(t, x, y) and 5°'(t, x, y) for t -k 00. 'A p-form is called i-automorphie, if it is invariant under b* forall b E @. We identify the i-automorphic differential forms on H. and the differential forms on V. III the space of quadratic integrable p-forms over V there exists a complete orthonormal system F,, of eigenforms co of A which we can suppose to be closed (dw = 0) or coclosed (6w = 0). Thereby we have used the scalar product which we get by integration over V from a pointwise scalar product for p-forms defined in Section 2-by (4). We decompose F,, into F,, = E u E,,' u F,,' with
The dimension of F,," is the p-th Betty number B,, of V. The eigenvalue of an eigenform to E E,, we always denote by z,,: Aw = 1 u,,w. We get the closed, there isno harmoiiic part.. This is iii contrast to the situation we have seen -in [24] , in the Euclidean case the leading term of the lattice sum T° for p = 01 n-i is always determined (for X0(t,x, y) 0 in the terminology of this paper) by the p-eigenforms of eigenvalue 0. The leading term of the lattice sum ,Y + á° is harmonic for p = 0 and p = n, is closed but .not, coclosed for p = n -1 and is coclosed but not closed for p = 1 (if there exist eigenvalues y € E_ and u € E with 0 <,u < n((n -1)/(n + 1)) 2 and n == 2, respectively).
For the proof of the theorem we use mean value operators for differential forms. A more detailed treatment of these operators and relations between them one can find in [19, 23] . We apply a Landau difference method which also was essential for the treatment of a lattice problem for p-fornis iii the Euclidean space, cf. [24] . The solution z(t, ), ,u,n) of the Euler-Poisson-Dárboux equation -
is essential for the eigenform expansion of the kernels (18)of mean value operators. The basic properties of z(t, 2, u, n) are recalled in Section 2 -
Double differential forms and spherical -mean values
We define the double differential forms
By (1) we get = a + cosh r rp flp.= cosh r c + Tp According to [6, 231 , we have z1c = -p(n.
The differertial operators are taken with respect to the first variable. We use a global coordinate system (x', ..., x) of H,. In order to recall the geometric back- Further. on-'we set . We define the point--wise scalar product of p-forms 99 and ip by --- The scalar product of double differential forths
and the the t-race in (x, x) by - 
), denotes the sphere --around x with geodesic radius t, do denotes the surface element. In [7, 8, 23] the spherical mean values defined with a,, 'instead of . ap , j9 have been treated. Using these results, we get
for zlw = uw, &v= 0, --
ii -1, a, ii) w(x) . , for . /1w = poi, dw, = 0,
x=YN2_ ,
--F thereby, denotes the Gauss hypergeometri , c function. The function z satisfies the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation
with the initial conditions z(0, ). , It, n) = 1 and
The estimation
• for It > fl > N2, N = ( n -1)/2, I > 0 is of importsnce for the convergence of eigenform developments of kernels of mean value operators. By setting --
• + cosh t, X(ti
[14])we have for 0 <N2,t-.00
• ( 12) with x= VN2 -IL• Further on we. get by a short calculation-(cf. [19] ) T' begin, we consider the relationship between lattice sums and the eigenvalue • spectrum for p = 0. We define
for a continuous function k on the real line with compact support. For every pair (x, y) E Hxll the sum is finite because 0. isproperly discontinuous. We have
we can write K(x, y) as a Stieltjës integral: . .
P. GUNTHER [11] considered the asymptotic behaviour (t -cc) of A(t, x, y). Following standard ideas for the proof of the Sclberg trace formula, --we use the integral operator
for -automorphic functions 99 on H, which are quadratically integrable over a fundamental domain cT of 03 in H (dv denotes the volume element). The last integral can also be written in the fom
By virtue of (7) the eigenfunction expansion of the kernel K(x, y) with respect to the eigenfunction system E0 gives (as an L2 equation over T with respect to y) According to [25] , the functions h and k are related by the Selberg transformations:
CO CO 00
(for n=2,m=l set tm _i= iv) and
We could deduce (16) directly from these transformation formulas. We want to allow for the possibility that k no longer has compact support.. Thereby we use
A(t, x, y) = O{exp [(n, -1) 1]) (cf. [111) and the fact, that -
• E (x) () ( > 0) 5 -
wEE,i>O
S is absolutely convergent in order to prove that the series of both sides of (15) are convergent. By a standard approximation argument (cf. [13, 25] ) we see that (15) is still valid (even as a pOintwise equation with respect to x and y), if we suppose the following condition:
is an even analytic function in the strip • -jIm r <(n -1)/2 ± z, e > 0 andh(r) = 0((1 ± Irj) (3).
If we choose h(r) = exp (-r2) and use (14) and (15), it follows easily that A(t, x, y) -or even A(t) = f A(t, x, x) dv determines the 0-spectruzñ S. Notice further that
S
A(1, x, y) determines ' a(x) w(y) for (i E S.
S -
In order to get a relation between the pspectrum and lattice sums, we define for ±3 S 4i(t, 2, x, y) = c5 ().) (2(cosh I -cosh r(x, y)))__3)I2 y) with
t' ift>0, t,2,x,y) , 'S c(t,2,x,y) = (2 -3) cosh t4t(t,2 -2,x,y) -(2 -3)c%t(t,2-2,x,y) V '
3)/2 + p -n12) t(t, A, x, y). -
For automorphic p-forms co, we have
If we use the nIean value formula (7) for 41 and' equation (s), we obtain 'the eigenform expansion of Al; for more details cf. [23] . -More precisely, we have the -
• Proposition 1: For x, y E H. the following eigenform expansions are valid as L2 equations over Y with respect to y: t(t, 2, x, y) = u(t, 2 -2, iz,n) sinh 3 I w(x) w(y) -
• , ' + ' x(t2 -2,,;n)sinhA_ 3Iw() CO(y); WEED UE" (ii) V ili(t, )., x, y) = y(t, 2 -2, L,n) sih 3 I w(x) w(y) • ,OEE,dUE9h V V V E v(t, 2 -2, y., n) sinh131 I oi(x) w(y); - -- • WEE P - - (iii) • 04(1,2, x, y) = - '° x(1, 2, /i, ) fl) sinh 1 £ cv(x)w(y); - (19) - V • o2-1 -- V (iv) (t,
2, x, y) = y(I, ii) sinh' I w(x) w(y).
• ' (20) The series are poinlwise and absolute co n vergent in x and y for 2 > 2n + 2.
• It remains to prove the-point'ise convergence. But thisis a consequence of the --. well-known fact, that -X (,2)_AI2 jcv(x)II 11co(y)JI is convergent and of the estimate (10) I
• -WEED 4 UEPÔ -
• •
Taking the trace in (19) and (20), we obtain for 2-> 2n + 2 by integration over Jr with = + p + 1) (n -p) n ± (2 -(n -1)2). The functions h and k are thereby related by the Selberg transformations (16) and (17) with respect to the dimension A + 1. We get the analogous equation for 2 instead of if wreplace
-(n -1) 2). Again, we.
useh(r) =xp (-r2 ).
Then it follows that 4(t, 2, x, y) and (1, 2, x, y) or -even the tra-• cestr 4(1, 2, x, x) and tr (t, 2,
for L E S' and S' itself.
Lattice estimates
• In order to extract information about the asymptotic behaviour of 9(1, x, y) and cY (1, 
Partial integration gives
Yo (t, xy) = 2 frcosh t sinh 3 T $(t, x, y)dr +sinh 2 13(1, x, y).
5_.
-
In \v1eW of this we cônsider the asymptotic behaviour of 3 (1, x, y) . We can write this double differential form in terms of the kernels defined in Section 3:'
3(1, X , Y) = c*(_tP(1, n + 5, x, y) + (n + 2)
with r 1)P n /2/f(n/2+ 2).
5
We use the pointwise convergence for 2> 2n + 2 of the eigenform expansion of 40 stated in Proposition 1 and the following recursion equation which is an immediate consequence from the definition. 
'The same equation is valid with,8 instead of a. -
In connection with its eigen form. expansion we break iJi in two parts
fl(t, A, x, y) = ,4((t, A, x y) -X(t, 2, x, y). (24)
In the the analogous equation for ,At fi we use y, v instead of u, x. We remark, that u(t, 2, 0, n) = x(t, A, 0,.n) and v(t, )., 0, n) = y(t, 2, 0, n), therefore it is of no importance if we include Eh in the first or second sum. Using (23), (24) and Lemma 2, we get Lemma 3: For A > n + 3 we have -
/t X(t, A +-2,, y) = (2 -1sinhi X(t, A, x,.y).
The same equation is valid for . R' instead of Xa.
The following estimates for the eigenforms co E E are well known (cf. [5, 11] ).
Lemma 4:Wehave
I1w(x)112
As a consequence of (10), (23) and (25) we deduce for A> 2n. +2 the inequality
I41(t, A, x, y) -X(t, )
., x, )II c8 sinh Al2_1 I with a constant c6 not depending on x, y and I. We now want to use the recursion equations of Lemma 1 and 2 and a Landau difference method (cf [11, 15, 24] ) to get information about the asymptotic behaviour of 4t fort --oo for smaller values of A. We will need the values A = n + 3, 2 = n + 5.
Proposition 5: The asymptotic behaviour of 41(t, n + 3, x, y) for I --co is given by j8'(t, n + 3, x, )II =
Proof: If will turn out to be convenient to use the &ansformation = cosh which we indicate b -, for instance
A, x, y) =-t(t, A, x, y). Then we can write Lemma 2 in the form (2 -1) A, x, y) = A +2, x, y)/ and the same equation is true for 74 , 5 1 instead of dJt. We set rn = n/2 for even n, (n + 1)/2 for odd n and get 
This notation means that the integral operator I,a is taken with respect to the variable indicated by a point in formula (26) and the used argument is written at the end of the formula: -
The equation (26) is also valid for M, and 'qI instead of .A1. Combining these equations; we get -
Now we are taking the pointwise norm 11 . 11 with respect. to x and y. The paper [5] tells us how to get j . 11 under the integral sign; For 1 = n + 3 we get -IVJN, n + 3, x, y) ':5 C7 ± J 2 + 3)
• -with = -m tIVm°' n. + 3 + 2rn,x,y)I, -...
We will continue the proof by estimating T Y 2 and Y.
E8timate of cY: We break the eigenform expansion of ,Jl, n + 3 + 2m, x, y) in four parts with respect to, co E E (b > 0, N = (n -1)/2) (i) wE
As a consequence of - 
We, suppose to be large enough, so that (N -p)2 < b and (N + 1 -p) 2 <b • Assuming (8) , (10), (11) and Lemma 4, we will have Comparing the estimates for Y, Y-2 and T3 we see that the best result is reached with a = 2/(n + 1). We get n + 3, x, ^ c21 n-(n-I)/(n+1) .
-, -
Analogously we get --.
--n + 3, X, y) C22'"'.
As a consequence of Lemma 3 we have 
So we are able to estimate the remainder Al of. We are now interested in the order of magnitude of X. A direct calculation in accordance with (11) and (23) 
for p =l= _O and p + n -1. This is the same order of magnitude as-for 5. Next we consider p = 0 and p = n -1. We have E04 = 0. After short calculations (32) and (33)gives for p = 0,
• -
• c26=
• -----
N+YN2_
for p=-1. 
